Local Interest

Webster
Lynn Barton 974.788 BAR
From the Images of America series, historical photos of Webster.

Seven Million
Gary Craig 364.1552 CRA
A true crime book about the unsolved mystery of the Brinks heist in Rochester, NY.

Summer in a Glass: The Coming of Age of Winemaking in the Finger Lakes
Evan Dawson 641.22 DAW
The people and history of wine-making in the area

Webster...through the Years
Esther A. Dunn 974.788 DUN
Details life in Webster from the time of the French explorers.

In the Neighborhood
Peter Lovenheim 307.336 LOV
Do neighborhoods still matter? Peter searches to get to know his neighbors by asking if he can sleep over.

Silver Seasons: The story of the Rochester Red Wings
Jim Mandelaro 796.357 MAN
Follows the history of baseball in Rochester.

Mount Allegro
Jerre Mangione 974.789 MAN
Lives of Sicilian immigrants in Rochester in first half of 20th century.

Want more personal reading suggestions? Try NoveList.